TRIBUTE

David Knill: A Role Model in Science, and in Life

I had the great privilege to be David Knill’s colleague and friend, as well as his department chair. Dave’s passion, integrity, and collegiality showed through in all facets of his life.

Dave died in October in the prime of his career as a professor of brain and cognitive sciences and associate director of the University’s Center for Visual Science.

As a scientist, he was brilliant. He had a remarkable ability to see the core issues in a scientific question, and he was incredibly successful at developing simple theories and models that could account for a broad array of phenomenology regarding human behavior.

Dave will be remembered by his colleagues as a pioneer in applying the principles of Bayesian inference to problems in human perception, as a pioneer in applying the principles of Bayesian and neurobiology and anatomy, and chair of the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences at Rochester. The Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences has established a website for friends, students, and colleagues to share remembrances of David Knill at www.forevermissed.com/david-knill/#about.

Dave was passionate about educating students. Among his important contributions to the graduate program in brain and cognitive sciences, Dave developed a course to teach PhD students how to write grant proposals and how to navigate the grant submission process. Dave was a caring and devoted mentor to the graduate students and postdoctoral fellows in his laboratory, helping them through life challenges as well as scientific hurdles.

Perhaps most importantly, Dave always put family first. He was so proud of his sons, Ari and Josh, and he always had a big smile when talking about them. I enjoyed hearing stories about soccer games and bowling tournaments, among his sons’ many accomplishments. Dave knew how to maintain balance of work and family in his life, something to which we can all aspire.

David Knill’s time with us was far too short, but his impact will be disproportionately large upon the many people who benefitted from his personal and scientific influence.

—GREG DEANGELIS

DeAngelis is a professor of brain and cognitive sciences, biomedical engineering, and neurobiology and anatomy, and chair of the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences at Rochester. The Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences has established a website for friends, students, and colleagues to share remembrances of David Knill at www.forevermissed.com/david-knill/#about.
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Dorothy Truesdale Humes ’33, ’35 (MA), September 2014
Edward D. Cottrell ’39, August 2014
Edwin R. Feller ’39E, July 2014
P. Litchard Toland ’39E, December 2013
William Schoen ’41E, July 2014
Adelaide Briggs Carter ’42N, August 2014
Marian Donaldson Davis ’42N, August 2014
Claribel Butler Palmer ’42, ’43N, July 2014
Theodore R. Whitney ’42, September 2014
Robert J. Feeney ’43, August 2014
Marjorie Lee Jeroy ’43N, September 2014
Marilyn Wells Marchand ’43E, April 2014
Hans M. Schiff ’43, August 2014
Dorothy Warner Brown ’44, August 2014
Evelyn Rosenthal Katz ’44, September 2014
Betty Shaefer Maby ’44, September 2014
Richard S. Wilson ’44M (MD), August 2014
John H. Wulsin ’44M (MD), July 2014
Walter A. Gleich ’45, ’49 (MS), ’50, February 2014
Joseph D. Overman ’45 (PhD), August 2014
Lena Parisi SanFilippo ’45E, July 2014
Rosa Drake Julstrom ’46, ’47E (MA), August 2014
Madge Frost Peck ’46N, September 2014
Richard R. Gardner ’47, September 2014